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Today AutoCAD continues to be the most popular commercial CAD package, with 2.3 million licenses sold in 2018.[3] It has a
share of the CAD market of 14% in 2019, according to AEC market research from November 2018. In 2018, the company

made $1.53 billion in net revenue from licensing, hardware, and service.[4] History AutoCAD is one of the oldest products in
the company's history. Its origins date back to 1978 when the company's predecessor EGS Corporation (now Autodesk) was

working on a program for drafting called EGS Software Systems (ESS). First released in 1977 as Drawboard, it ran on VMS in
the mainframe environment and graphics terminals connected to a central minicomputer, and was developed by EGS' former

director of engineering, Alan H. Beam. Beam continued to work on the program through his 1978 retirement, and the first
version was released in 1980. Called Professional Drawboard, it ran on minicomputers such as the DEC PDP-10 and graphics

terminals such as the IBM 3270. Beam continued to support the program, now codenamed PERT (People, Equipment,
Resources, and Tools), and was responsible for drafting and design workflows. While Beam was responsible for software

development, the project was completed by Charles S. Clark. Beam and Clark had worked for Charles Blondin, founder of
Standard Research Inc., who was a systems software developer, before founding EGS. They partnered on software for the
PDP-10 system, Standard Research's AS/400 system, and the Xerox Star (System V), before Beam returned to Standard

Research in 1978 to work on the PERT project. The development team consisted of Beam and Clark and 3 to 5 programmers.
Beam recalls that the target market was "older men, really, who just wanted to draw and design stuff, who didn't want to go on
to some kind of manufacturing".[5] Beam chose to follow an object-oriented programming approach, similar to the Smalltalk
programming language and the Object Design Group's Object Technology standard. The programming language was called

CADCAM for Command, Attitude, Density, and Mass.[5] The draw commands "help" for object, surface and line drawing, and
"edit" for polyline, spline and curve editing. Each command was an object. "edit" was written to work across all three, and

called a "polyline editor". Objects could
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Add-on applications are generally used to extend AutoCAD's capabilities. Examples include: IPT IPT is a three-dimensional
(3D) modelling application from InterGraph. It integrates CAD and DWG into a single application platform, and uses AutoLISP

for extending CAD capabilities, as well as a comprehensive integration of DWG tools. WDS WDS is an acronym for 'Wide
Definition Scanned' from Systems Design Software, Inc. It is used to design vehicle bodies with two scan bars, one for the front
and one for the back. See also Comparison of CAD editors for AEC Comparison of CAD editors for CAE Comparison of CAD
editors for CAM Comparison of CAD editors for CAE Comparison of CAD editors for CAM Comparison of CAD editors for

CAE Comparison of CAD editors for CNC Comparison of CAD editors for CNC Comparison of computer-aided design
editors Comparison of CAM editors Comparison of CAE editors Comparison of CAE tools Comparison of CAE workflow

editors Comparison of computer-aided design editors Comparison of computer-aided design editors Comparison of
collaborative real-time editors and visualizations List of CAM software List of CAE software List of CAE software List of

CAM software List of 3D modeling software List of CAM software List of CAD software List of CAE software List of CADD
packages List of CAM software List of CAM software List of CAE software List of CAE-related software List of CAD
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software List of CAD software List of CAM software List of CAE-related software List of CAE-related software List of CAE-
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Q: Retrieve Email from a website using Regex I need to grab the email of a website from a user's text input. I'm pretty new to
regex and trying to get this to work. My first thought is something like: preg_match("/[_a-zA-Z0-9-]*@[a-zA-Z0-9-]*\.com",
$_POST['field_nname']) I'm also not sure what to use as the search in the next line - I know you can't use forward slash to
search for an ending. What would be the best way to accomplish this? A: If you're trying to parse a form, you might just grab
the email field and use $_POST['field_email']. If you're trying to just grab the email value from some HTML, then you can use
the "regex" search of RegExr. I believe this code will work: preg_match('/^[\w-.\+]+@[\w-.\+]+\.\w{2,}$/',
$_POST['field_email']) For reference, here are the various bits of information about what is being matched: ^ - Matches the
start of the line [...] - Character class (aka "character set") \w - Matches any "word character", usually letters and digits, and
underscores -. - Matches any character except. + - Matches one or more of the preceding element. {n} - Matches exactly n of
the preceding element. \w{n} - Matches exactly n of the preceding element. \. - Matches the character. \w{2,} - Matches 2 or
more of the preceding element. $ - Matches the end of the line Here's an example of the above in action: Note that this regex is
written in PCRE (the Perl-Compatible Regular Expressions dialect), which is less "literal" than the default PHP regular
expressions, so make sure you use the /i switch to get an "improved" regular expression engine. # created by tools/tclZIC.tcl - do
not edit set TZData(:America/Swift_Current)

What's New in the?

Get notified when you change a linked drawing (video: 1:12 min.) Queryable auto-save (video: 1:21 min.) Improvements to the
UI and increases in performance and reliability Project planning: Plan projects together more easily with the addition of Project
Planner to the new Planning workspace. The Project Planner is a professional task list and meeting tool that organizes, tracks
and assigns tasks to your team. (video: 1:30 min.) Bookmarks: Share bookmarks between drawings and group drawings together.
These bookmarks can be used with any layer, shape, text, image or layer property. (video: 1:27 min.) Filters: Find a drawing
more quickly using document filtering. Filter for information in your drawings to find the content you need more quickly.
(video: 1:19 min.) Comments: Easily and efficiently send comments to your team. (video: 1:12 min.) Help: Improvements to the
AutoCAD Help system, including changes to the Help user interface, AutoCAD Help Center, DHTML help, Microsoft Office
Help and more. (video: 1:09 min.) Extension Manager: You can now install extensions from both the web and other program
installations. (video: 1:10 min.) Operations: Changes to the improved UI, navigation and data access. 3D Visualize: Get a better
look at your 3D objects. With 3D visualizing, you can take a new look at your 3D drawings without the need to create an
animation. (video: 1:22 min.) Advanced Alignment: Improvements to the UI and increased reliability. Improved Clipboard: Add
more to your clipboard when you copy objects and data between your drawings. Improved Linked Files: Easily add and edit
drawings together. Linked drawings work like reference drawings that allow you to edit the linked drawings together. (video:
1:28 min.) Advanced Placement (AP) Data Interface: Quickly update and export information to and from DWG and DXF files
from other applications. (video: 1:03 min.) Improved Dashboards: Locate important information quickly. Dash
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Windows XP Service Pack 2, Windows Vista or Windows 7 Windows XP Service Pack 2, Windows Vista or Windows 7 1 GHz
processor 1 GHz processor 2 GB RAM (32-bit) 2 GB RAM (32-bit) 2 GB RAM (64-bit) 2 GB RAM (64-bit) DirectX 9.0c
DirectX 9.0c GeForce 8800 GTS 512 graphics card or above GeForce 8800 GTS 512 graphics card or above 512 MB VRAM
512
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